BondAdviser Weekly Update
Economic Schedule
Wednesday:
•

AOFM Tender: $1 billion, 1.25% May 2032 Treasury Bond

•

US June Markit Manufacturing PMI (survey: 61.5, last: 62.1)

Thursday:
•

US Q1 GDP (survey: 6.4%, last: 6.4%)

•

Bank of England Bank Rate (survey: 0.10%, last: 0.10%)

Friday:
•

US May Personal Income (survey: -2.5%, last: -13.1%)

•

US May Personal Spending (survey: 0.4%, last: 0.5%)

Issuance Update
•

Today, Lendlease International Towers Sydney Trust (LLITST Finance)(Baa1), is seeking
indications of interest on a fixed 9y A-MTN. Initial price guidance is S/Q ASW +150bps, with
an indicative yield of 3.00%.

•

Yesterday, Emeco Pty Ltd (B1), a subsidiary of Emeco Holdings Ltd (ASX: EHL)(B1/B+/B+),
launched a A$150 million 5NC2 senior secured (OpCo) transaction. Initial price talks are 6.25
– 6.50%, which we place at the tighter end of fair value.

•

Last Wednesday, Goldman Sachs Group (A2/BBB+/A) priced a A$325 million 6NC5 FRNto-FRN, with a coupon of 3mBBSW +95bps.

•

Last Wednesday, in a first for the AUD market, Wesfarmers Limited (ASX: WES)(A3/A-)
priced a sustainability-linked bond (SLB) in two offerings. The 7-year priced A$650 million at
S/Q ASW +77bps and the 10-year priced A$350 million at S/Q ASW +98bps. Given the
appetite for SLBs we expect strong secondary trading.

Caught Our Eye
Employment Beat but Comparison is Hard
As we expected, growth in the domestic economy continues to surpass consensus. Australia’s
unemployment print for May 2021 was a substantial beat on expectations (5.1% vs 5.5%). We
are now at largely pre-COVID, February 2020 levels. Even more bullish was the underutilisation
rate, which combines underemployment and unemployment, which fell 0.7pts to 12.5% - the
lowest since February 2013. We recognise some bias to these figures given the outflux of nonresident workers – as is evident in robust job vacancy rates.
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Fed Speak Overreaction but Possible Misstep on Plumbing Policy
Whilst a stronger growth outlook would be bearish for duration, a pivot in the language of the US
Fed overshadowed any inflationary pressures domestically. In fact, somewhat paradoxically, the
USD and AUD yield curves flattened, rather severely also – the fall in the 30y - 5y spread was a
3 sigma move.
We characterise this flattening being due to markets assuming the Fed will stop inflation
overheating – in effect protecting the long-end. In other words, whilst pricing for near term hikes
has increased, markets now feel the best we can do is less than two years’ worth of rate hikes.
We also suspect there was a somewhat of a short-squeeze – the re-widening at the long-end of
the curve today is indicative of this. Ultimately, we still expect an upward shift across the board
domestically, reflecting a more normalised curve – as the stimulus wanes this will eventually
flatten in shape.
Slipping under the radar, the Fed increased two administered rates, both the IOER and RRP, by
5bps. We think this will have unintended liquidity consequences. At 5bps, cash funds have an
incentive to trade out of Treasury bills and stash cash in the reverse repo purchase facility.
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Woolworths-Endeavour Demerger Approval
Shareholders of Woolworths (ASX: WOW) voted in favour of a demerger from the Endeavour
Group. While the split will initially provide WOW with a $566 million improvement in net cash
position, the Group have flagged a $1.6 - $2.0 billion special dividend.
Alongside the now approved $552 million bid on 65% of PFD foods, we expect to see
deterioration in net debt position. In parallel with a less diverse revenue stream, we expect the
credit profile to be moderately weaker, however not sufficiently so from a ratings action
perspective.

Recommendation Updates
Wholesale:

•

Avanti Senior Secured Notes 1
Avanti Senior Secured Notes 2

•

None

•

Retail:

BondAdviser Index Analysis (17 June 2021)
BA Index Charts (PDF)

BondAdviser $A Financials RV Curves (18 June 2021)
A$ Financials RV Curves (PDF)

BondAdviser Global Markets Wrap (18 June 2021)
Market Data Wrap (PDF)

Open your free BondIncome investment account and get ready for your next
fixed income opportunity today!
Talk to a BondIncome specialist for more information on specific securities
and issues at: www.bondincome.com.au/invest-in-bonds/
CONTACT
For more information contact:
BondIncome
P: 1300 784 132
E: clientservices@bondincome.com.au
W: www.bondincome.com.au
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RESEARCH REPORT
DISCLOSURE

The web application, the Content and the Reports are not intended to provide financial product advice and must not be relied upon or
construed as such. The statements and/or recommendations on this web application, the Content and/or the Reports are our opinions only.
We do not express any opinion on the future or expected value of any Security and do not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an
investment strategy of any kind. The Content and the Reports provided at this web application have been prepared based on available data to
which we have access. Neither the accuracy of that data nor the research methodology used to produce the Content and Reports can be
guaranteed or warranted. Some of the research used to create the Content and the Reports is based on past performance. Past performance
is not an indicator of future performance. We have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that any opinion or recommendation in the Content
or the Reports is based on reasonable grounds. The data generated by the research in the Content or the Reports is based on research
methodology that has limitations; and some of the information in the Content or the Reports is based on information from third parties. We
do not therefore guarantee the currency of the Content or the Reports. If you would like to assess the currency, you should compare the
Content or the Reports with more recent characteristics and performance of the assets mentioned within it. You acknowledge that investment
can give rise to substantial risk and a product mentioned in the Content or the Reports may not be suitable to you. You should obtain
independent advice specific to your particular circumstances, make your own enquiries and satisfy yourself before you make any investment
decisions or use the Content or the Reports for any purpose. This web application and the Content and the Reports provide general information
only. There has been no regard whatsoever to your own personal or business needs, your individual circumstances, your own financial position
or investment objectives in preparing the Content and Reports available at this web application. We do not accept responsibility for any loss
or damage, however caused (including through negligence), which you may directly or indirectly suffer in connection with your use of this web
application or the Content or the Reports, nor do so we accept any responsibility for any such loss arising out of your use of, or reliance on,
information contained on or accessed through this web application, the Content or the Reports.
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GENERAL
DISCLOSURES

BondAdviser has acted on information provided to it and our research is subject to change based on legal offering documents. This research is
for informational purposes only. We note that this security offering is only being made to investors who are not retail clients under the
Corporations Act nor located outside Australia This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broadbased economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as research or investment advice. The content of this report is not
intended to provide financial product advice and must not be relied upon as such. The Content and the Reports are not and shall not be
construed as financial product advice. The statements and/or recommendations on this web application, the Content and/or the Reports are
our opinions only. We do not express any opinion on the future or expected value of any Security and do not explicitly or implicitly recommend
or suggest an investment strategy of any kind. The content and reports provided have been prepared based on available data to which we
have access. Neither the accuracy of that data nor the methodology used to produce the report can be guaranteed or warranted. Some of the
research used to create the content is based on past performance. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. We have taken
all reasonable steps to ensure that any opinion or recommendation is based on reasonable grounds. The data generated by the research is
based on methodology that has limitations; and some of the information in the reports is based on information from third parties. We do not
guarantee the currency of the report. If you would like to assess the currency, you should compare the reports with more recent characteristics
and performance of the assets mentioned within it. You acknowledge that investment can give rise to substantial risk and a product mentioned
in the reports may not be suitable to you. You should obtain independent advice specific to your particular circumstances, make your own
enquiries and satisfy yourself before you make any investment decisions or use the report for any purpose. This report provides general
information only. There has been no regard whatsoever to your own personal or business needs, your individual circumstances, your own
financial position or investment objectives in preparing the information. We do not accept responsibility for any loss or damage, however
caused (including through negligence), which you may directly or indirectly suffer in connection with your use of this report, nor do we accept
any responsibility for any such loss arising out of your use of, or reliance on, information contained on or accessed through this report.
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